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Quantum simulation in experiments of many-body systems may bring new phenomena which are not well
studied theoretically. Motivated by a recent work of quantum simulation on a superconducting ladder circuit,
we investigate the rung-pair localization of the Bose-Hubbard ladder model without quenched disorder. Our
results show that, in the hard-core limit, there exists a rung-pair localization both at the edges and in the bulk.
Using center-of-mass frame, the two-particle system can be mapped to an effective single-particle system with
an approximate sub-lattice symmetry. Under the condition of hard-core limit, the effective system is forced to
have a defect at the left edge leading to a zero-energy flat band, which is the origin of the rung-pair localization.
We also study the multi-particle dynamics of the Bose-Hubbard ladder model, which is beyond the single-
particle picture. In this case, we find that the localization can still survive despite of the existence of interaction
between the pairs. Moreover, the numerical results show that the entanglement entropy exhibits a long-time
logarithmic growth and the saturated values satisfy a volume law. This phenomenon implies that the interaction
plays an important role during the dynamics, although it cannot break the localization. Our results reveal
another interesting type of disorder-free localization related to a zero-energy flat band, which is induced by
on-site interaction and specific lattice symmetry.

I. INTRODUCTION

Localization is a fundamental concept in condensed
matter physics, which is closely related to the trans-
ports [1], non-equilibrium dynamics [2] and topology [3,
4]. The localization can emerge in various systems. In the
free-fermion systems, the single-particle wave functions
can be localized with the presence of sufficient impurity
scatterings known as Anderson localization (AL) [5].
Such disorder induced localization can be extended
to interacting system dubbed many-body localization
(MBL) [6–12] as long as the disorder is strong enough.
In recent two decades, MBL has attracted many interests
due to its novel properties, for instance, the violation
of eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [13–
15] and long-time logarithmic growth of entanglement
entropy. Additionally, the localization can also exist
in some disorder-free systems and have rich physics.
For example, there exists quasi-localization [16–22] in
some translation invariant system which is induced by
purely interacting effect. In topological systems [23, 24],
localization can live at the boundaries protected by the
bulk topology. Other instances can be found in the locally
constrained systems [25–28] due to the presence of
superselection sectors and some flat-band systems [29–
35], in which the localization is related to distractive
interference of particle hopping.
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In a recent quantum simulation experiment [36], a
novel disorder-free localization phenomenon is observed,
in which some of our coauthors are involved. Using
a 20-qubit superconducting quantum simulator [36–39],
we construct a Bose-Hubbard ladder [40, 41] with equal
inter- and intra-leg hopping strength. From the dynamics
of two particles, a special localization of the edge rung
pair was observed, while the bulk rung pair exhibits
a linear propagating. It has been shown that this
localization is induced by large on-site interactions and
specific lattice symmetries. Nevertheless, there still
exist two open questions: i) Why and how the on-
site interaction leading to this localization. ii) Whether
the localization can still survive when there are many
particles in the system.

In this paper, we theoretically investigate this localiza-
tion of rung pairs in Bose-Hubbard ladder model. Our
results reveal that, the localization of the single rung pair
can emerge not only at the edges but also in the bulk.
In the center-of-mass frame, two-particle system can be
mapped into an effective single-particle Hamiltonian, and
the corresponding spectrum is obtained. We find that
there exist a zero-energy flat band in hard-core limit,
which is the origin of the localization. Furthermore,
we also study the dynamics of the multiple rung pairs,
where the system cannot be described by single-particle
Hamiltonian. It is shown that the localization can still
exist even in the case of half filling. In addition, the
spreading of entanglement entropy can display a long-
time logarithmic growth, which is beyond single-particle
picture. Thus, in the case of multiple rung pairs,
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FIG. 1. Sketch of Bose-Hubbard ladder. The particles can
hop through or between the legs with strength J∥ and J⊥,
respectively. Double occupancy on a single site is forbidden
in the hard-core limit. The dashed circles represent the rung
pairs.

the corresponding localization is not a single-particle
phenomenon, since the interaction plays an important
role during the quench dynamics.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give a
brief introduction to the model Hamiltonian. In Sec. III,
we display the numerical results for single rung pair
dynamics with various model parameter. The mechanism
of this localization in Sec. IV is revealed by solving the
spectrum of two-particle system. In Sec. V, we calculate
numerically the dynamics of multiple rung pairs. Sec. VI
provides the summary and discussion. More theoretical
and numerical details are given in Appendix.

II. THE MODEL

We consider the Bose-Hubbard ladder model with the
Hamiltonian,

Ĥ = J∥∑
j,ν

(â†
j,ν âj+1,ν +H.c.) + J⊥∑

j

(â†
j,l1
âj,l2 +H.c.)

+
U

2
∑
j,ν

n̂j,ν(n̂j,ν − 1),

(1)
where â†

j,ν (âj,ν) is bosonic creation (annihilation)
operator, n̂j,ν = â†

j,ν âj,ν is number operator of the boson,
j labels the rung indice, ν = l1, l2 denotes two legs, the
coefficient J∥ and J⊥ are intra- and inter-leg hopping
strengthes respectively, and U is the on-site interaction
strength. When U → ∞, the boson is in the hard-core
limit, where a single site cannot be occupied by more
than one boson, see Fig. 1. In this case, the Hamiltonian
Ĥ is equivalent to a spin- 1

2
ladder with XX coupling [36].

For the system size, we use L and N ≡ L/2 to denote the
number of sites and rungs respectively.

Now we discuss the symmetries of the Hamiltonian
(1). Firstly, there is a global U(1) symmetry, so that the
particle number are conserved

[∑
j,ν

n̂j,ν , Ĥ] = 0. (2)

Another one is the space-reflection symmetry between
the legs l1 and l2, i.e.,

[Ŝ, Ĥ] = 0, (3)

where the symmetry transformation operator Ŝ satisfies
Ŝâ†

j,l1
Ŝ† = â†

j,l2
and Ŝâ†

j,l2
Ŝ† = â†

j,l1
. We can define two

projecting operators

P̂ ±
=

1

2
(Î ± Ŝ), (4)

which divide the Hamiltonian Ĥ into two subspaces
Ĥ± = P̂ ±ĤP̂ ± with ± parities. These two symmetries
are useful for constructing two-particle Hilbert space and
deriving the spectrum in Sec. IV.

III. SINGLE RUNG PAIR LOCALIZATION

In this section, we study the dynamics of Bose-
Hubbard ladder with single rung occupied under the open
boundary condition. The initial states ∣ψ0⟩ are chosen
as ∣ψ0⟩ = ∣SRPj0⟩ ≡ â†

j0,l1
â†
j0,l2

∣Vac⟩, where ∣Vac⟩ is
vacuum state of the boson satisfying âj,ν ∣Vac⟩ = 0. That
is, the initial state only contains one rung pair at the rung
j0. Then we consider the quench dynamics under the
Hamiltonian Ĥ . Another notation n̂i for n̂j,ν in one-
dimensional chain representation of the ladder can be
found in Appendix B.

Firstly, we calculate the time evolution of the
occupancy probability of the rung pair ⟨n̂rj(t)⟩ ∶=

⟨ψ(t)∣ n̂j,l1 n̂j,l2 ∣ψ(t)⟩, where ∣ψ(t)⟩ = e−iĤt ∣ψ0⟩. Here,
⟨n̂rj0(t)⟩, which represents the occupancy probability
of the initial rung pair, can also be considered as the
Loschmidt echo [44]. In Figs. 2(a,b), we show the
time evolution of ⟨n̂rj0(t)⟩ for different reduced inter-leg
hopping strengh J̄⊥ ≡ J⊥/J∥ with rung pairs initially at
the boundary and central, respectively. It is shown that
rung pairs can localize both at the edges and in the bulk
in the hard-core limit as long as J⊥ ≠ 0. However, in
the case of small U , the rung pairs can hardly localize.
Furthermore, the localization strength of rung pairs is J̄⊥-
dependent, where it becomes stronger with the increase
of reduced inter-leg hopping strength. Then, we present
the probability distributions of rung pairs ⟨n̂rj(t)⟩ in the
vicinity of initial rung, when the system approach a stead
state, see Figs. 2(c,d). Another property is that the
localization displays an edge effect, i.e., the boundary
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FIG. 2. The dynamics of the single rung pair with J∥ = 1.0
and system size L = 50. The time evolution of ⟨n̂r

j0(t)⟩ with
initial rung pairs (a) at the edge, i.e., j0 = 1 and (b) the central,
i.e., j0 = 13. The corresponding occupancy probabilities
can stabilize at non-zero values after a long time with U →
∞ where the oscillations originate from the reflection of the
particles when approaching the boundaries. The probability
distributions of rung pairs ⟨n̂r

j(tf)⟩ around the initial rungs
pairs (c) at the edge and (d) the central, respectively. Here, tf
is the time where the system has been approached at a steady
state.

localization is stronger than the bulk one. We note that
the work in Ref. [36] is a particular case with J̄⊥ = 1,
where the bulk rung-pair localization is too weak to be
observed experimentally.

IV. SPECTRUM OF TWO PARTICLES

To uncover the mechanism of the rung-pair local-
ization in Bose-Hubbard ladder model, we solve the
Hamiltonian (1) in two-particle subspace [45, 46] and
obtain the spectrum. For two-particle problem, it is
convenient to choose center-of-mass frame and periodic
boundary condition, i.e. âj,ν = âj+N,ν . Thus, the system
is translation invariant with center-of-mass momentum
being a good quantum number. In addition, due to the
parity symmetry (see Eq. (3)), we can choose the two-
particle basis with certain parity. For simplicity, we
choose the system with odd rung number. Then the
translation invariant bases with + parity can be written

as

∣ϕr,A(K)⟩=
1

√
2N
∑
j

eiK(j+r/2)(∣1j1j+r⟩l1+∣1j1j+r⟩l2),

∣ϕr,B(K)⟩=
1

√
2N + 2Nδr,0

∑
j

eiK(j+r/2)(∣1j⟩l1 ∣1j+r⟩l2

+∣1j⟩l2 ∣1j+r⟩l1),
(5)

where 0 ≤ r ≤ N−1
2

is integer, K = 2πn
N

is the center-of-
mass momentum with n = 0,1, . . . ,N − 1, and ∣1j⟩ν ≡

â†
j,ν ∣Vac⟩. Here, we have identified ∣1j1j⟩ with the Fock

state ∣2j⟩. Hence, the arbitrary two-particle eigenstate of
Ĥ with momentum K can be expand in this basis as

∣ψ(K)⟩ =∑
r

CKA (r)∣ϕr,A(K)⟩ +∑
r

CKB (r)∣ϕr,B(K)⟩.

(6)
From the Schrödinger’s equation

Ĥ ∣ψ(K)⟩ = εK ∣ψ(K)⟩ (7)

we can obtain an effective Hamiltonian of Ĥ in the basis
of Eq. (5) [See Appendix. A], which reads

Ĥeff =∑
r,µ

QKr ∣r⟩µµ⟨r + 1∣ + 2J⊥∑
r

∣r⟩AB⟨r∣ +H.c.

+U ∣0⟩AA⟨0∣ +∑
µ

(−1)nQKN0
∣N0⟩µµ⟨N0∣,

(8)

where µ = A,B,N0 ≡ N−1
2

and ∣r⟩µ is alias of basis
∣ϕr,µ(K)⟩. The factors QKr are give by

QK0 = 2
√

2J∥ cos(K/2), QKr≥1 = 2J∥ cos(K/2). (9)

This is a non-interactional Hamiltonian and has an
approximate sub-lattice symmetry, i.e., the system is
invariant under the exchange of A,B sub-lattices except
at left boundary. The dispersion of Ĥeff is calculated as
[See Appendix. A]

ε±K(k) = 4J∥ cos(K/2) cos(k) ± 2J⊥, (10)

where k ∈ (0, π) is the relative momentum of two
particles satisfying equation

sin[k(N0 + 1)] − (−1)n sin(kN0) = 0. (11)

There are two separated bands with the gap 4J⊥. In
addition, the winding number is zero for arbitrary J⊥
and K indicating that the system is always topologically
trivial.

According to Eqs. (5) and (8), we can find that the
edge mode ∣0⟩B of effective Ĥeff is nothing but the
rung pairs. Hence, to reveal the rung-pair localization,
it is necessary to calculate the edge state of Ĥeff .
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(a)

FIG. 3. (a) Sketch of the edge state for the effective Hamiltonian
Ĥeff. (b) Spectrum of two-particle system for J∥ = 1.0, J⊥ =
2.0, U = 5, and L = 50. The major two continuous bands
are determined by Eq. (10). The middle single mode is the edge
state, and the up isolate mode is repulsively bound pair [47]. (c)
Spectrum of two-particle system for J∥ = 1.0, J⊥ = 2.0,U =∞,
and L = 50. The major band structure are the same as (b),
while there is no mode of repulsively bound pairs, and the edge
state is zero-energy (red dashed line). (d,e) The edge states with
K = −2.01 (n = 17) annotated in (b) and (c) by black arrow,
respectively. The horizontal axis are index of basis arranged
in CK

A (0),C
K
B (0),C

K
A (1),C

K
B (1), . . . ,C

K
A (N0),C

K
B (N0)

with CK
A (0) neglected in (e). The numerical results are

obtained by diagonalizing Hamiltonian (8) directly and the
theoretical one is the solution Eqs. (10) and (12).

Since the winding number is zero, generally, there is
no topologically protected edge state, and the nearest-
neighbor ∣r⟩A and ∣r⟩B can form a dimer for the ground
state [24]. Nevertheless, when the original Hamiltonian
Ĥ is in hard-core limit leading to the absence of ∣0⟩A,
the edge dimer between ∣0⟩A and ∣0⟩B is broken. Thus,
a zero-energy state emerges with ∣r⟩µ localized at the
edge r = 0, see Fig. 3(a). The localization in coordinate
’r’ ensures that ∣ϕ0,B(K)⟩ is almost the eigenstate of
the Hamiltonian. However, this is not sufficient to
result in the localization of rung pair in real space.
Another significant condition is that the band composed
by ∣ϕ0,B(K)⟩ is flat, which means that the corresponding
eigenvalue of ∣ϕ0,B(K)⟩ for different K is identical.
Since the rung pair state ∣SRPi⟩ is a superposition of
∣ϕ0,B(K)⟩ with different K, it is also closed to the

eigenstate of Ĥ , i.e., the rung pair is localized in real
space. However, there also exist propagation practically,
for that ∣ϕ0,B(K)⟩ is not the strict zero-mode. Hence, the
component states in the continue spectrum still propagate
freely (see Fig. 7 in Appendix. B). In Figs. 3(b-e), we
present the spectrum of this system with U = 5 and ∞,
respectively. We can find that there exists the edge modes
for both cases. However, the edge mode for U = 5 is not
flat, which makes ∣SRPi⟩ away from the eigenstate of Ĥ .
This is why the localization of rung pair can only exist
in hard-core limit. We also plot the wave functions of
edge modes with K = −2.01 (n = 17), and it is indeed
localized at ∣0⟩B for both cases, see Figs. 3(d,e).

Now we focus on the zero mode of Ĥeff . Solving the
equation Ĥeff ∣ψ(K)⟩ = 0 approximately in hard-core
limits, we can obtain the wave function as

CKB (0) =
1

√
2
, CKB (2m − 1) = CKA (2m) = 0,

CKB (2m) = ρ2m, CKA (2m − 1) = ρ2m−1,

(12)

where m ≥ 1 and

ρ = −J⊥/Q
K
1 +

√

(J⊥/QK1 )2 − 1. (13)

These solution are plotted in Fig. 3 (e), which is
consistent with numerical results. Here, iff ∣ρ∣ < 1,
this zero-energy solution is a localized state at ∣0⟩B .
Solving this inequation, we obtain ∣J⊥∣ > ∣QK1 ∣, i.e.,
∣J̄⊥∣ > 2 cos(K/2), which is the condition of no crossing
between two bands in Eq. (10). Due to K/2 ∈ [0, π],
this condition can be always satisfied for some of K
as long as J⊥ ≠ 0, and there are more localized modes
as the increase of ∣J̄⊥∣ (∣J̄⊥∣ < 2). On the one hand,
since the single rung pair state ∣SRPi⟩ is the linear
superposition of ∣ϕ0,B(K)⟩ for differentK, the localized
strength will become stronger when there are more
localized ∣ϕ0,B(K)⟩ modes. One the other hand, the
localized length ξ ∝ −1/ ln ∣ρ∣ becomes smaller when
enlarging ∣J̄⊥∣. Therefore, when increasing the reduced
inter-leg hopping strength ∣J̄⊥∣, the localization will
become stronger. For the edge effect of this localization,
in Ref. [36], we have provided a phenomenological
description, which can interpret the boundary effect
roughly.

We note that the localization mechanism is distinct
from quasi-MBL [17], since we cannot map the system
to be a mixture of heavy and light particles. In
contrast, the rung-pair localization here is similar to the
flat-band localization. However, there are two main
differences between our system and the conventional flat-
band model. The flat band in our system, i.e., the zero
mode, is induced by strong on-site interaction and can
exist as long as J⊥ ≠ 0, while the conventional flat
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FIG. 4. Dynamics of half-filling hard-core bosons. (a) Time evolution of the density distribution ⟨n̂i(t)⟩ with J∥ = 1.0, J⊥ = 5.0
and L = 20. (b) Entanglement entropy growth with J∥ = 1.0, J⊥ = 5.0 versus different system size. The vertical dash and dot dash
lines divide the dynamics into three stages (here we only mark out for L = 20 specially). (c) Volume law of entanglement entropy
in second and third stage. S2, S3 are the saturated values at the end of second, third stage respectively. (d) Entanglement entropy
growth versus different rung hopping strength J⊥, where J∥ = 1.0.

band generally exists in the fine-tuning non-interactional
system. [29–35].

V. MULTIPLE RUNG PAIRS

We have studied the localization of single rung pair in
the viewpoint of single-particle picture. One can verify
that there exists the interaction between the rung pairs
in Hamiltonian (1) in the hard-core limit, so that the
single-particle picture may be invalid for the system with
multiple particles. It is interesting to pursue whether
the localization can still persist in the case of multiple
rung pairs. Here, we study the long-time dynamics
of multi-pairs system numerically under the hard core
limit and open boundary condition. When L ≤ 16,
the results are obtained by the exact diagonaliztion
(ED) method, while the time-evolving block decimation
(TEBD) method [42] with second-order Trotter-Suzuki

decomposition is applied for L = 20. We set time step
δ = 0.05 and maximum bond dimension χ = 1200,
where the truncation error can reach 10−10. More details
for TEBD are given in Appendix. B. We have check
that these error control parameters are sufficient for the
convergence of time evolution.

We firstly consider the case of half filling, where
each odd rung is initially occupied by a rung pair, i.e.,
the initial state reads ∣ψ0⟩ = ∏j=odd â

†
j,l1
â†
j,l2

∣Vac⟩. In
Fig. 4(a), we present the time evolution of the density
distribution ⟨n̂i(t)⟩ with J̄⊥ = 5 and L = 20, and one
can find that the localization can still exist. Moreover,
to further study the dynamics of multiple rung pairs, we
calculate the entanglement entropy

S(L/2) = −Tr(ρ̂L/2 log2 ρ̂L/2), (14)

where ρ̂L/2 is the density matrix of left half system,
see Appendix B. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), one can find
that the spreading of entanglement entropy consists of
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three stages. The first stage is a microscopic timescale
relaxation dynamics of localization pair producing area-
law entanglement [8, 9]. In the second stage, the
entanglement entropy displays a linear growth, and the
saturated value, labeled as S2, satisfies a volume law,
see Fig. 4(c). Furthermore, according to Fig. 4(d), we
can find the spreading speed of entanglement entropy at
this stage is almost J⊥-independent. These behaviors are
consistent with the existence of a propagation part for
each rung pair, which has been discussed in Sec. IV.
Therefore, one can conjecture that it is the propagation
part that dominates the entanglement growth in the
second stage. In addition, similar to single particle case,
as the increase of J̄⊥, the localization becomes stronger
and S2 becomes smaller.

After the end of second stage, exotically, the spreading
of entanglement entropy does not stop. Instead, it
continues to grow logarithmically for long time and
finally reaches a saturated value labeled S3. Furthermore,
by subtracting S2 from final saturated entropy S3, we
can find that the entanglement growth at the last stage,
i.e., S3 − S2, also tends to a volume law, see Fig. 4
(c). Generally, for the single-particle localized system,
like AL, since each localized mode is decoupled to each
other during the quench dynamics, the entanglement
spreading should be only contributed by the localized
modes at the boundaries of the corresponding sub-
system. That is, the growth of entanglement entropy
should satisfy an area law. Thus, in this system, the
volume law of S3 − S2 shows that the interaction among
multiple rung pairs should contribute to the dynamics. To
further illustrate this point, we then consider the entropy
spreading with different rung-pair number Nrp for L =

16. In Fig. 5, it is shown that in the case of one rung
pair, there is no logarithmic entanglement growth. This
is another evidence that the interaction can indeed affect
the dynamics of multiple rung pairs, although it cannot
destroy the localization.

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have studied the localizations of
both single and multiple rung pairs in Bose-Hubbard
ladder model. This localization can only exist in the
case of hard-core limit and becomes stronger with the
increase of inter-leg hopping strength. We map the
two-particle system into an effective two-band model
with approximate sub-lattice symmetry, which origins
from the specific ladder structure. The rung-pair
localization is related to the zero-energy mode of this
effective Hamiltonian resulting from the hard-core limit.
Moreover, we also study the dynamics of multiple rung
pairs and show that the localization still exists. In

10−1 100 101 102 103

t

0

1

2

3

4

S
(L

/2
)

Nrp=1

Nrp=2

Nrp=3

Nrp=4

FIG. 5. Entanglement entropy growth versus different number
of rung pairs Nrp, where L = 16, J∥ = 1.0 and J⊥ = 3.0. The
initial rung pairs are on the first Nrp odd rungs.

addition, we find that there is a long-time logarithmic
growth of entanglement entropy, which is a many-body
effect. Our results reveal the mechanism of rung-
pair localization in Bose-Hubbard ladder, which has
been observed in quantum-simulation experiment [36].
This is another type of interesting disorder-free flat-
band localization induced by on-site interaction and
specific lattice symmetry, which is robust with respect to
interaction among particles.

Finally, there also remains several interesting open
questions. For instance, the mechanism of logarithmic
growth in multi-pair case is still unclear. The
thermalization properties of this system is also an
interesting issue to be further studied. Since the localized
states only exist in hard-core limits, where the system
is identified with spin- 1

2
XX ladder model [48–51], one

may find such localized state in other spin ladder systems.
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Appendix A: Derivation of two-particle spectrum

From expansion of state ∣ψ(K)⟩ which have center-of-
mass momentum K in the two-particle basis ∣ϕr,A(K)⟩

and ∣ϕr,B(K)⟩, i.e., Eq.(6), the Schrödinger equation
Eq. (7) can be written as a set of equations of
CKA (r),CKB (r)

CA(r + 1)QKr +CA(r − 1)QKr−1+

[(−1)nQKr δr,N0 +Uδr,0 − εK]CA(r) + 2J⊥CB(r) = 0,

CB(r + 1)QKr +CB(r − 1)QKr−1+

[(−1)nQKr δr,N0 − εK]CB(r) + 2J⊥CA(r) = 0,
(A1)

where εK is eigenenergy for certain K subspace.
Here, the factors QKr s satisfy QK

−1 = QKN0+1 = 0,
QK0 = 2

√
2J∥ cos(K/2), QK0<r⩽N0

= 2J∥ cos(K/2),
and N0 ≡ N−1

2
. Thus, according to Eq. (A1), we

can obtain the effective Hamiltonian, i.e., Eq. (8).
Furthermore, for convenience in numerical calculation,
Eq. (8) can be written in matrix form. With the basis ar-
ranged as CKB (0),CKB (1), . . . ,CKB (N0),CKA (0),CKA (1)
, . . . ,CKA (N0), we obtain the Hamiltonian matrix in
block form

Ĥeff = (
ĤB ĤAB

ĤAB ĤA
) , (A2)

where ĤA, ĤB , ĤAB are N0 + 1 dimensional matrices,
and the off-diagonal block ĤAB denote the coupling of
two diagonal blocks ĤA and ĤB . Concretely, we have

ĤA =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

U Q0 0 . . . 0
Q0 0 Q1 . . . 0
0 Q1 0 ⋱ ⋮

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ Q1

0 0 . . . Q1 (−1)nQ1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, (A3)

ĤB =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 Q0 0 . . . 0
Q0 0 Q1 . . . 0
0 Q1 0 ⋱ ⋮

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ Q1

0 0 . . . Q1 (−1)nQ1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, (A4)

ĤAB =

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

2J⊥ 0 0 . . . 0
0 2J⊥ 0 0
0 0 ⋱ ⋮

⋮ 0
0 . . . 0 2J⊥

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

. (A5)
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FIG. 6. Two particle energy spectrum for (a) J⊥ = 0 and (b)
J⊥ = 1.0 with J∥ = 1.0, U =∞ and L = 102.

We find that, except left boundary for CA(0),
the effective Hamiltonian has a sub-lattice symmetry
between A, B sites. Diagonalizing this matrix gives
the energy spectrum for the corresponding momentum
K. In Fig. 6, we plot the spectrum for J⊥ = 0, J⊥ =

1.0 and U = ∞ with site number L = 102. It is
shown that there is a band splitting and an emerging of
zero mode resulted from J⊥. We have checked that all
eigenenergies are consistent with the results obtained by
exact diagonalization of H+, which is the projection of
Hamiltonian (1) to + parity space.

The energy spectrum can also be derived analytically
from solving Eq.(A1). Because of the existence of term
U for CA(0), Eq.(A1) cannot have symmetry solution.
However, by combining two sets of functions, we find
the combination F ±(r) = CKA (r) ± CKB (r) can have
following wave ansatz form

F ±
(r) = α±eikr + β±e−ikr, (A6)

and the corresponding continuous spectrum ε±K are

ε±K(k) = 4J∥ cos(K/2) cosk ± 2J⊥. (A7)

Substituting Eq.(A7) to the boundary equations in
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Eq.(A1), we obtain the constraint equations for k as

(2QK1 cosk −QK0 e
ik)α+

(2QK1 cosk −QK0 e
−ik)β −UCKA (0) = 0,

(QK1 −QK0 )α + (QK1 −QK0 )β = 0,

(QK1 [eik − (−1)n] eikN0)α+

(QK1 [e−ik − (−1)n] e−ikN0)β = 0,

(A8)

where we find α = −β and k satisfies the following
relation

sin[k(N0 + 1)] − (−1)n sin(kN0) = 0. (A9)

The wavefunction of zero mode can also be obtained
in hard-core limit U =∞, where the equation for CA(0)
vanishes. By neglecting the boundary term and taking
limit N0 →∞, we find that Eq.(A1) can be reduced to

CKB (2)QK1 +CKB (0)QK0 + 2J⊥C
K
A (1) = 0

[CKB (2m + 2) +CKB (2m)]QK1 + 2J⊥C
K
A (2m + 1) = 0

[CKA (2m + 1) +CKA (2m − 1)]QK1 + 2J⊥C
K
B (2m) = 0

(A10)
with CKB (2m − 1) = CKA (2m) = 0 and m ≥ 1. Assuming
the unnormalized solution CKA,B(r) = ρr, ∣ρ∣ ≤ 1, we get
the solution

ρ = −J⊥/Q
K
1 +

√

J2
⊥
/QK1

2
− 1, CKB (0) =

1
√

2
. (A11)

Appendix B: Numerical method and Numerical
convergences

For numerical simulation, it is convenient to convert
the ladder model to one-dimensional chain as

Ĥ =
2N−2

∑
i

J∥ (â
†
i âi+2 + h.c.) + ∑

i=odd
J⊥ (â

†
i âi+1 + h.c.)

+
U

2

2N

∑
i

n̂i (n̂i − 1) ,

(B1)
whereN is the number of rung, i is the site index, â2j−1 ≡

âj,l1 , â2j ≡ âj,l2 .
The two-particle dynamics can be studied by numeri-

cal simulation using ED. Figs. 7 (a), (b) show the time
evolution of particle number on each site ⟨n̂i(t)⟩ with
model parameters the same as experiment work [36],
i.e. J⊥ = J∥ = 1.0 and U = ∞. The site number and
evolution time are L = 50 and t = 20, respectively. The
results show that the dynamics of rung pair split to two
parts: localization and propagation, which correspond to

0.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

t

(a) (b)

1 13 25 37 50
Site number

0.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

t

(c)

1 13 25 37 50
Site number

(d)

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
〈n̂i〉

FIG. 7. Time evolution of particle number on each site for
J⊥ = 1.0, J∥ = 1.0 and U = ∞, with the initial rung pair at
(a) left edge and (b) center and that for J⊥ = 2.0, J∥ = 1.0 and
U =∞, with the initial rung pair at (c) left edge and (d) center.

the zero-mode and continue spectrum derived in Sec. IV,
respectively. Also we note that the particles are still
weakly localized in the bulk, which is different from the
conclusion of Ref. [36]. Similar case for J⊥ = 2.0 are
presented in Figs. 7 (c), (d), where both edge and center
localization are strong enough to be observed.

The dynamics of 20-site half-filling system are derived
by TEBD method. We firstly give a brief introduction to
this algorithm and then discuss the convergence of the
simulation results. In TEBD, the state is represented as
matrix product states (MPS).

∣ψMPS⟩ =∑
si

Ms1
1 ...MsL

L ∣si⟩ (B2)

Here {si} denote the physical index for boson and ∣si⟩
are the local bases. Each Msi

i are matrix with virtual
bond index except for that on the boundary, where
Ms1

1 and MsL
L are in fact vectors. The dimensions

of these matrices are no larger than the maximum
bond dimension χ. We show the structure of MPS in
Fig. 8 (a) corresponding to Hamiltonian Eq. (B1). The
entanglement entropy is calculated at the central bond
that divide the system into half.

The time evolution of MPS state is given by second
order Trotter-Suzuki decomposition of the evolution
operator e−iĤδ at each time step δ . The first step is
to divide the Hamiltonian Eq. (B1) into parts that do
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10−1 100 101 102 103

t

0

1

2

S
(L

/2
)

χ = 1300, δ = 0.05

χ = 1200, δ = 0.05

χ = 1200, δ = 0.04

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 8. (a) MPS structure in TEBD simulation and bipartition of the system for calculating entanglement entropy. The entanglement
entropy is obtained at central bond. (b) Decomposition of hopping terms in Hamiltonian Eq. (B1) for each Trotter-Suzuki step.
Ha,Hb and Hc only contain local terms labeled by color red, green and black respectively. (c) Convergence of TEBD results, with
the same model parameters as Fig. 4 (b) and L = 20. Additional parameters χ = 1300 and δ = 0.04 are considered compared to the
case of χ = 1200, δ = 0.05 in the main text.

not commute with each other. Each part contains only
local terms that internally commute. For hopping term in
Eq. (B1), the decomposition can be given by three parts,
i.e., Ĥa, Ĥb, Ĥc denoted in Fig. 8 (b). That is, Ĥa, Ĥb,
and Ĥc only contains hopping terms labeled by color red,
green and black respectively. For example,

Ĥc = ∑
i=odd

J⊥ (â
†
i âi+1 + h.c.) . (B3)

Then in each time step δ, the second order Trotter-Suzuki
decomposition is given by

e−iĤδ = e−iĤaδ/2e−iĤbδ/2e−iĤcδe−iĤbδ/2e−iĤaδ/2 (B4)

In the one-dimensional representation of the ladder
model, there exist next-near-neighbor hopping terms,
which are contained in Ha and Hb. Thus we need to use

the so called SWAP gate to exchange MPS tensor during
each time step, which is discussed in Ref. [43]. After
the action of time evolution operator at each time step,
the MPS must be truncated to a certain maximum bond
dimension χ.

The main errors in TEBD come from Trotter-Suzuki
decomposition and truncations of MPS, which depend
on the time step δ during the evolution and maximum
bond dimension χ of MPS, respectively. Due to the long
evolution time, to ensure the results converge, we show
the evolution of entanglement entropy with different
bond dimensions and time steps in Fig. 8 (c). The
parameters are taken to be the same as 20-site results in
Fig. 4 (b) , i.e. J∥ = 1.0, J⊥ = 5.0 and U = ∞. We find
that increasing the bond dimension or decreasing the time
step does not give different results. Hence our TEBD
simulation is converged.
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